


PeppinoPeppino denim is  pleased to  present its 
second denim capsule. 

Faithful  to  the philosophy of  the brand,  al l  the 
styles  are freely inspired by original  workwear 
and mil itar y pieces. 

This  col lection is  a  selection of  vintage pieces 
that  were made for  real  l i fe ,  durabil ity and 
work.  The talented pattern Alessio  Ber to have 
translated them into perfect  and t imeless denim 
si lhouettes. 

PeppinoPeppino continues its  journey, 
experimenting new denim shapes and f its , 
showcasing unusual  and,  yet ,  easy to  wear 
premium quality pieces that  are designed for 
longevity and get  better  and better with ever y 
day wear. 

Al l  the styles  of  the col lection are based on 
comfor t  and purpose but  always with an eclectic 
and unusual  beat.

Brake the rules and dare to embrace PeppinoPeppino 
denim’s untraditionaland anti-fashion way of 
interpreting and wearing denim!



Type 10

50’s tailored vintage menswear pants remade in soft 
broken twill 100% cotton. Relaxed and easy to wear fit, 
with frontal double pleats and adjustable back buckle. 
An enduring and timeless denim piece that never goes 
out of style.



Type 11

Vintage vest remade in soft broken twill 100% cotton. A 
tailored piece with a one-of-a-kind sensibility and 
character, featuring the classic adjustable back buckle. 



Type 12

PeppinoPeppino denim reinterprets the iconic US Navy 
deck jacket. A unique silhouette in broken twill 100% 
cotton, that becomes a cozy, oversize, cardigan. Utility 
frontal patch pockets with buttons closure.



Type 13

Overalls have become a PeppinoPeppino denim’s 
staple. Type 13 has been inspired by an authentic 
vintage French workwear overall, with the same 
volumes and details. The silhouette is intentionally 
oversize and it is made in 100% cotton Italian denim. 
Adjustable straps.



Type 14

Military chino in 100% cotton Italian selvedge denim. 
Easy and commercial silhouette. Mid rise, straight leg, 
with single frontal pleat and back flap pockets. Unusual 
and playful “half selvedge” finishing. 



Type 15

Rugged, vintage wool military cargo pants found in an 
army surplus store have been faithfully remade in 100% 
cotton Italian denim. Easy to wear fit, slightly cropped as 
per the original one, with button closure at the 
bottom hem. 



Type 16

Collarless denim jacket in 100% cotton Italian denim. 
Like an old vintage denim trucker, this piece features 
frontal pleats and authentic round bartacks. A line 
silhouette for a more feminine appeal. 



Type 18 - R

Finally the PeppinoPeppino denim’s interpretation of a 
classic five pockets. Oversize, boyfriend silhouette with 
details taken from vintage 40’s/50’s denim pants.
The authentic tobacco stitching, the buttons fly and the 
premium, Italian selvedge denim make this style unique 
and, at the same time, easy to wear.



Type 18 - W

Type 18 is available also washed. Heritage and authentic 
look with true vintage characteristics. The perfect 
rugged, worn-in look with an eye on sustainability.



Type 19

One of my favorite pieces of the collection, Type 19 is 
freely inspired by a vintage Italian biker trousers. Made 
with 100% premium Italian denim, this high rise overall 
can be adjusted at the straps and at the sides with 
buttons closure.
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